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Thriller
Opens
Thursday
"Criminal at Large"
Begins Run; Six
Newcomers in Play

SECOND
TRIP TO
FRESNO
International Club
Has Conference
Next Weekend

Bulldog! Bulldog! Here
We Come! C. O. P.

Cal Aggies
Fresno State College will be host
Meet PSA
to the Northern-California-Nevada
the Pacific Internationil Relations Clubs Conmake their | Yerence next Friday and Saturday, Debaters

Six newcomers to
Little Theatre will
debut on the upstairs stage when November 10 and 11
„„ . . ,
4 _
„
Delegates from the local InterCrlminal at Large' opens next national CIub lnclude Walter c<)t.
Thursday in the first of a sched-1
uled four-night run.
Sylvia Stephens will play the in
genue lead as Isla, the beauteous I
young fiancee of Lord Lebanon.
Lyman Fulton will be seen as
Totty, the detective with delusions
of grandeur. Don McKinley plays
Gilder, one of a pair of sinister
footmen who mysteriously stalk
the Lebanon household. James
Holden and Jack Sinai have minor
parts. Sinai appeared recently in
Fashions for Men." Harold Ewing |
appears as Rawbone.

No. 8

Fuller, Fanucchi Meet
Varsity; Johnstone,
Kapel Debate Frosh

Bulldog! Bulldog! Start to Run!
Bengal Sons Are on the Warpath
This time try the train!
.
It's real special, this special to Fresno. Several
| hundred Pacificites will board the train at the Santa Fe
depot tomorrow afternoon at 4:30, all ready for the
southward jaunt.

-• Charles Brown, chairman of the
Fresno State rally committee, an
nounced that 1,000 seats have been
reserved
for
Pacific
rooters,
whether they come by train, car,
Three PSA debate teams will
plane, or skates. It is hoped that
acquire seasoning on the year's
Pacific will overflow this section.
national debate topic this after
FRIDAY PROGRAM
noon and evening.
While the game comes Saturday
PSA TEAMS
night, many will arrive in Fresno
This afternoon Carl Fuller and
today, when Pacific joins the
John Fannucchi will meet the Cal.
Bulldogs in pre-game fun.
Aggie's varsity team, while James
This afternoon at 5:30 a radio
Johnstone and George Kapel will
program over KMJ, the Fresno
By JERROLD WALKER
engage the Aggie's frosh duo.
station, will' be dedicated entirely
Fuller and Fannucchi are both vet
We have the evidence !
to Pacific. Galen ("Stub" to you)
erans, but will be teamed together
Exhibit A and exhibit B are in Harvey is in charge of the pro
for the first time in an Inter-1 the Pacific Weekly office. They gram as promotion manager. All
VETERANS, TOO
collegiate debate. Johnstone and are the paint can and brush used students who are in Fresno at
Each of these newcomers will be I
Kapel are a promising freshmen last Wednesday night to violate this time are urged to come to the
balanced by a Pacific Little
pair from Stockton High.
Pacific's fair campus.
Theatre veteran. Miss Stephens
studio to join in the songs and
Both
debates
will
deal
with
U.
S.
"Ah," you may inquire, "who yells.
plays opposite Bud Meyers, who
isolation. The upper division PSA was dem kulpruts?" And well you
last appeared ln "Our Town" and
KMJ BROADCAST
team will attack this policy, while might ask, since they done the
in the present opus portrays Lord
Bill Shedler will give a short
the youngsters uphold It.
dastardly deed under cover of
Lebanon. Fulton is the assistant
talk on the Fresno-Pacific game
PIRATES
NEXT
night.
to the sluething Tanner, played by
and the relations from a sports
In the evening Claude Hogan DEY WUZ FRUM FRESNO
Bill Ramsey, who scored a hit
and Allen Breed, last year's top
But we got the evidence. They angle. Janet McGlnnis will speak
PROF.
G.
BERNARD
NOBLE
as the sheriff In "The Front
frosh team, will debate a team was from Fresno! We know'cause on the feminine viewpoint of Pa
Page." Herman Spindt, another tie, James Catterall, Gregg Phifer,
from Wdesto J. C., on the nega- that paint can came from the cific activities, followed by a piano
veteran, is the second footman, and Charles Welch. Fees for the
tive side of the same question.
| "Famous Department Store," with solo by Stub Harvey, "The Lamp
Brooks, Gilder's partner in crime, conference will be around $3.50
branches in Long Beach, Los Aft- Is Low." KWG may also carry
Other important roles are por- Anyone interested in going should
geles,
Glendale, Santa Ana, Pasa the program.
trayed by Audrey Krasnow as the see Er. G. A. Werner, faculty adTonight Fresno Juniors are
dena, Tulare, Fulton, AND
aristocrat Lady Lebanon, and Carl viser, or Walter Cottle, club prest
FRESNO—no branch in Stockton! sponsoring a night rally for the
Gastman as Ferraby, a third de- dent,
Furthermore, our exhibits reek game from 7:30 to 8:30 in the
tective.
Among the speakers to be fea
with
the foul odor of Fresno fuel, Fresno Auditorium. All Pacific
1
the
Pacific
Grove
running , he
^ blatant'reds^Ttreaky SOURCE OF TROUBLE
butterfly trees,
tured on the program will be G.
w
l'«M play, ®rm browns, blatant reds, streaky
where hordes of monarch butter
and our lawns bear witness to the students are invited both to the
PLENTY
OF
MURDERS
Bernard
Noble,
Rhodes
Scholar
to
t the., w»r, t -ellows—before going nudist for
When Dr. Larson returned M flies Bpend the winter.
use of said fuel for purposes other rally and to a rally dance held
The adventures of these charac- Oxford, author and lecturer. Also
.in,
winter.
his Stockton post, from San FranThe group gtayed at AalIomar
Did you ever see a debate
in the Fresno Hotel from 9 to 12.
than warmth.
*TAHT
You'll know it's fall when the Cisco's Mount Zion Hospital, he gaturday nlght and for entertain- ters are interwoven in a plot that featured on the program will be
team argue against itself?
A huge "F" is very inartistically TEAM OFF EARLY
11
1 1- —
w., . M J r
n n rimft T' I M fir A/I il, A T ' I '
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Is intended to baffle the most student round-tables on various
It happened yesterday noon at burned in the grass directly north
line-up again, -ampus smells like punk—nature's asked the U. C. scientists to track ment enjoyed dancing, ping pong
The team will leave for Fresno
astute investigator. Suspicion shifts | international problems,
the Stockton Exchange Club's of Smith Gate. An "FSC" of more by an earlier train than the
e# several chiil"iunk arising from burning piles of down the difficulty. They soon and shuffleboard.
from
one
to
the
other
and
back
weekly luncheon meeting at the moderate proportions may be seen special, but will return with the
almost eerhii eaves on every street. And when discovered that the main difficulty PARK PROTECTED
again as the play proceeds, and I \ i / If
^
was in the essential ingredient,
ifter hi* fins n Ihoochee's nose starts running.
Hotel Wolf. Martin Pulich and
in the lawn south of the Conserva main body of rooters. Fifty mem
This is the second annual trip the murderer is unmasked only | welfare ic^roup
Ifarrli Wn.'jDnnlin' Tflntin'
I "Loughlen antigen." Eastern manuBill Biddick, PSA debate team,
tory.
bers of the band will be on hoard
after
a
sequence
of
events
that
•
other guard. The C. O. P. section, depending facturers soon improved the I to the Monterey region and Point
split and argued against each F.P. AND P.S.
the special, and they will share
includes
i
mysterious
dialogues
beV^rQaniZeQ
In Joe-Bab,
upon quantity and more on quality of the substance, and with Lobos State Park. The park is
other on the question of the
Wearying of burning lawns, the the half-time period with Fresno's
tween
the
footmen,
sleep-walking
Students
interested
in
puppet
or.
quality, picked up about 75% In the improvement came the present | one of the few places on the coast
embargo repeal.
Fresno Propaganda and Publicity illuminated show and card stunts.
where there is protection from by Isla, a couple of extra mur- making, dramatics, Sunday school
Pulich defended the adminis Society took to painting Pacific's
robably b« Van spirit last week. There should be | success
A special rally has been plan
commercial concerns, and the park ders, the burning of evidence by teaching, or leadership in direct
tration's repeal policy, while noble edifices. "FSC," rendered in ned by Fresno State to meet the
tley; enda, St no less than 1000 in the Bengal
Lady
Lebanon,
and
various
lesser
ing
children's
group
games
after
service is doing its best to keep
Biddick presented the Isolation
red, has been washed from the special when It arrives there at
nschled, altin loomer chorus raisin' caln at the
school and on Saturday's are init in its natural state. Another thrills. —
ist point of view.
gym steps, the ampltheatre stage, 6:45.
hmtdt (along' lalsin City tomorrow night.
| vited to participate in the Social
group of students will make the
Winchell has it on good au the north entrances to the audi
n», Erie Jacob One tip, fellas: Leave that "our
GAME OVER KWG
Welfare Group. Notify Miriam
same
trip
on
November
11
and
12,
thority that the estrangement
torium and administration build
service. Seta earn is red hot, clap, clap" stuff at
The game itself will be broad
Spuller or Miss Margret Camp
will be short-lived.
ings, the front steps and walk cast over a KMJ and KWG hook
i been goln| p iome. Everytime you've pulled it
bell.
leading up to the Conservatory, up. Those students who are not
this week. » far this year, it has stalled the
and from in front of Men's Dorm,
IHIFTED
Itaggmen—at Cal., against San
fortunate enough to attend the
Scrawled in oil on the street which
Id, several eta Pose and the Ramblers,
game in person may keep up with
leads
in
front
of
the
Conservatory
as may get tin Mayba the Tigers are a bunch
the play by radio.
is the following legend: "FSC beat
,
rear audi if negatlvists, I dunno, but better
In addition to the regular
Pacific"—Optimistic little angels
over Olaeta it iome up with another "hep-to-doer''
Grant Colliver heads the Asilo
coaches, the special will have a
SUBSTITUTION
Stockton's
newly
organized
Com
and Halbeit t Fresno.
mar student-faculty
committee,
dance car, an observation car, a
Ah, but what's this smeared-in
munity House made its official
In th, other yj)—
which met this week and laid
baggage car and a buffet.
cardinal upon the observatory? It's
Have you noticed these "stun-1 pians for the Christmas S.C.A.
Robert Ripley is still scout- debut to this city last week with
The trip home starts at mid
written in almost the same words
Even- a Hallowe'en Funfest and Hall of
•onslderabla i1'ling" black bajr nets some of our vac,atjon conference at Asilomar. in£ tbe Pacific campus
night and the train will arrive
as the oil-writing on the street
In addition t» wankier fillies have been sporting
Sub-chairman to head various i tually a non-debater is going to Horrors.
back in Stockton sometime early
There's one change, though. In
A crowd of about one hundred
„r, DominA - bout? They're strictly on the committees were chosen, Alice attend a debate,
Sunday morning.
place of "FSC" they substituted
and posalb'Y1 lorrible side.
Hall is in charge of the posters
Ripley looked in vain, however attended, representing eight city
Tickets for the special may be
"sissies"!
"Oh, but they keep our hair un-1 wbicb
be put up on the at the PSA season's opening e- organizations. In addition to the
d from a
obtained until the final "All
ghostly
horrors
of
the
Hallowe'en
th, C»L
control when the wind starts j campus advertising the conference, bate against San Francisco State
Aboard" is called. They are sell
'lowing," comes the feminine re- Galen -stub" Harvey was ap- Monday evening in Anderson Hall. motif, the program also featured
ing for $2.50, and may be ob
the
activities
available
at
the
Com
oinil«rThe
pointed Pacific WEEKLY corresdebate squad (and not one
By ALICE RUDEBAUGH
tained either from members of
munity
House
each
Thursday
eve
Yes, m'dears, and there's noth- pondent> and james Catterall was more) turned out ln mast" u
the rally committee or the Santa
There have been times on this campus, even recently,
kg quite like that billowy bad chosen secretary.
fashion to hear a couple of their ning from 7:00 to 10:30 p. m.
Fe agent.
in charge of the first traveling | w j i e n jt looked as if there might be a real battle forth
.„TTT/rV MFURFRS
boys, Martin Fulich and Bill B d
o
uj hl« P 5j'ouncing around in back to give FACl
unit
was
Pacific's coming. But they have never turned out to be as excit
toe that "horsey" look—reahlly
MEMBERS
, p, dick, tangle with a pair of big recreation
ndlnf? if
Buford
Bush,
who
handled
a
Hal
imart!
That
net
not
only
protects
Faculty
members
selected
to
b
cousins
from
San
Francisco
ing, or as serious, as during the Civil War, when feeling
• ran lnt0 -1
blasts, but keeps on the working committee include ^ College
lowe'en Funfest at the Fairfield
>.«n a torn'"0 ou from nature's
was so high among the students of the University of
Church last Tuesday
Erwin Bischoff, senior, and Ro Methodist
'
ie»W rou safe from the wind of some of ™ss Ellen Deering, Mr Jemes
Pacific alumni in Kern County
Pacific, that a miniature civil war4
i from
Harold
evening.
tor
better
known
male
dispensers.
Corson,
Dr.
°
.
bert
Sigerson,
junior,
provided
the
smd
are to be organized tonight at a
was
almost
enacted.
st fou'
court
the
well-chaperoned
girls.
Mlss
The recreation unit headed by
You may make a better mouseMargret Campbell, S. C.
. opposltion in the non-decision conThe flag was a great source of One of the students of that time, meeting in Wasco,
p"
f „ r » f rap,
" gals but as long as you wear secretary. Other student members i test_ Both are veterans in forensic Bush, an executive officer of the conflict. Almost half of the stu who of course is now dead, has
Speaker will be President Tully
aro
Art
Irlsh
and
Effie
Calder
Community
House,
includes
Mary
1 'latel th.'b
'«se nets you won't trip up any" competition, Bischoff, in his fourth
h bt
dents were Southerners, and they said she believed the co-education c- Knoles. Robert Burns, alumni
»hs nlg
Lomprey, Marnie Nile, Don Fellere,
wood.
year cf competition and Sigerson
4 t.n Dl«ntf ™Y but yourselves.
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J a
i demanded that President Ban- of today is much better, because secretary, is helping with plans
0
| The conference, as has been the in ^ second9
m
^4 4^™ ™!18h0'f Uister take the flag down. They then too much of the student's f°r the new organization. Others
Is art practical? Twelve college
all
students
at
the
College
much for fashion. It behooves tradition for many years past,
defended the
The
local
team
declared they had as much right to mental energy went Into viola- active in preparing plans are Jean women will be In a better posi
Us to call your attention to the will be held on December 26 to
proposition of U.S. isolation from Pacific.
decide about the matter as the tion of the rules separating the Steinhart, Frances Embry, Robert tion to Judge Its value after the
To provide a program adaptable Northerners had. But the presldent sexes
^rt that the Studio Theater is January 2.
I European and Asiatic belligerents,
Wright, and Edward Simonson.
contest in window decoration to
btng ,ome unusual things this ASILOMAR HILITE
| If only the debate squad persists to activities for boys, $he Stock- immediateiy decided to let it fly, SAFE FROM CUPID?
Tomorrow the alumni club in be held this week-end by Fred
'tar.
The Asilomar faculty includes jn attending debates the coaches ton Community House will add
Northern students took turns
The only place the young ladies Fresno will meet preceding the Benioff's, at 515 E. Main Street.
Parting with the Hungarian SOme of the best known on the are contemplating serving tea to to its activity fields of construe- guarding it day and ntght.
Six window displays will be pre
were allowed to visit was at the Pacific-Fresno State football game,
'ulnar's "Fashion For Men" (al- Pacific Coast. Dr. James Mullen- add to thp delightful informality tive recreation a class in the SOUTHERN CHARGE
house
of
"Father"
Daniels,
the
President
Knoles,
Assistant
Coach
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tonight each one by two
t(% by the boards), the student berg of the Pacific School of Re-j f the occasion
building of crystal radio sets. In
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directed
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Bob
°
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the
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of
the
^
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members of the Radio Technology
third floor of the College in
'"tries. Next on the list, we assembly hour were highlights of
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And
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an attempt to climb the ladder lead
laboratory.
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/ «e(i by Al Miller.
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The Race Relations Group
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3ome
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for
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and
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hearing the talk 'are requested
Staff Photographers: Tom Woodruff. John Stoli
of
tory spot for the name bands to at the Lodi Woman's club meeting
to
the
Senior
College
students,
is
the
only
institution
to
see
Mrs.
Tully
c.
Knoles,
BUSINESS STAFF: Associate—Irvine Sprague,
Social Insurance definition: Alithat
put on a show.
head of the organization.
Free Brush Design, taught by nrony
next Friday on current events.
cation in the U. S.
is A man's
cash surrender I use academic regal11
Miss Ward.
value.
I mencement exercises.

]f a team ever needed all the support it could
o-et that team wears golden uniforms, is nicknamed
Tigers, and is playing Fresno State College tomor
row evening.
.
.
Riding on the crest of a one-game winning streak
impressively opened against the Cal Ramblers last
week, Double A's boys meet a rip-roaring, high-scor
ing grid machine tomorrow.
Fresno s Bulldogs are
prowling in a manner designed to frighten even San
K
---•>•— let alone the bully boys
lose's powerful "
Spartans,
from Bengaltown.
Sure Fresno is tough. Sure, they're mighty
toui?h 1 But if you think that one of the best coaches
b •. ..
.
1—"A"—So does
in football (First name begins with
the second!), is going to be caught completely nap
ping, you have another think coming. Pacific i:
out to win.
The game will be fought and won or lost upon
the greensward, up and down the rows of chalk
marks. But a contributing factor will be the support
given the eleven gold-clad Tigers who stalk the Bull-
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overly

to Fresno th,s week"

^ blonde or brunette,
What was GEORGE
almost

in

Gym to
Barnyard
Be
for Carnival-Dance
Given by W. A. A.

tears for

Saturday night? ... And who
I**'
g|rl seen with JOE TU' r e c e n t l y ? . . . LIL-BABE is
p
me which has been given
the TLlJAN WHITE by her girl
W ^ sounds vaguely familiar.
'
Must be love that has ROY
' ' r r IPS sending red roses to
EDMONDS and to think
' n 0f ; P® ,
f
fc eVen springtime! ... In his
*Oi
auiet way JACK RUSSELL,
J „wn 9 addition to the handsome
">W
est
ne*
about campus, is
men
'"using quite a stir in the girls'
s

<** N
1
t«r *°0|

k dornn

s

%

hia
gilt o*i
U v

«cto

^J
, Ju<t th,
doping
th.
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weekend

geoloffy

trip

to

mar " not educational, was
As'
.[ a terrific social success
8t "further information, see Doc'°r WA[jD0. . . • It's a rumor that
'°R BUGBEE was the belle of
LOIS
Fireman's Ball Saturday night,
t least WAYNE BIRD thought so.
All that noise you heard at
' ' 'Cal Rambler-Pacific game was
'hCbablynone other than JOHNNY
STOLTZ and DICK STEBBINS
^h0 were just bubbling over with
school spirit.

'*PP«ne<l
Prld.
>bleri
*me>
or ar»
yo«

"Organ Symphony
Featured by
art ,J Conservatory
•a* ""
a .»
1

A barnyard and carnival theme, in the gym, will be
the setting of the Women's Athletic Association's cos
tume dance tonight. Herman Sapiro's orchestra will
play for dancing at 9 o'clock.
Townspeople, as well as students and faculty mem

for the first time this season,
Wa recotc
<">d Its pacific's Conservatory Symphony
Orchestra will be heard in public
WE
M'argaret
j concert next Tuesday evening at
j.!5 o'clock in the first major
0
Perhaps it was the after-spirit
musical attraction of the current
nd
'
»» h
Conservatory Concert Series, with of Hallowe'en, or maybe just the
Horace I. Brown directing.
change in weather that brought
The program will feature Saintlover,
out the worst in a a few Epsilons
ast week',, Saens' "Symphony in C minor,
last
evening and caused them to
often called the "organ symphony."
It is seldom attempted by non break forth with a melodrama.
wt se»
professional orchestras and will be "Where Have You Been My Little
ub sr,
heard for the first time in Stock
8 *h«r» i j
Nell," was the title of the epilogue,
B
ton next Tuesday. Professor Allan
Roxlnt
and Nell, her dashing hero, the
Bacon, head of the Conservatory
work bui
organ department, presented the poor mother, and the viperous vilAnd lncldi
Score and parts to the organization lan were all there. Virginia Chap
you Ilk)
this fall will be featured at the man, Jackie Burton, Jean. Morgan,
organ console.
Pat Seavers, Jane Jordan, and
>as iuccwii
The remainder of the program
1 'rom the will include "Scherzo from Afro- Ruth Udden each added her bit
fatalui it American Symphony" by Still, and to the performance.
Clint
The occasion was a program
the three movements of the pic
mora hlttUq turesque "Dinki Suite" by Pelz meeting with Jean Honsberger, De
row Pith,
In the last group, the "Street Ette Hamsher, and Lois Bugbee
Scene" by Newmann, the piano ca serving refreshments afterwards.
Mfle hu u denza will be played by Camille Camille Goff, Jeanne Marblestone,
and Jean Arnot cleaned up.
nd to compile Goff.
ace the ju
boys igola

s;

M

rl with /»

Dr. Marshall C. Turner

Forty-Nine Drug Co.

3(19 Pacific Ave.
Phone 8-S362
Hours 9-5

Sr A YOA^Wtojll^ «1«
Everything to bo found in
Firet-Clase Pharmacy
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"The Taste Will Tell"
Ph. 3-0461
*01* Pacific Ave
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FOR GAS, OIL AND
LUBRICATION

,

Corner of Pacific and GaaHe

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

the

Fighting Tigers

"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE *-3660
Or See

OFFICE:
60* S. Center St.
Phone: 1-3**0

DICK BENTUSY
Campus Agent
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BLEWETT'S

All Flavors
Ice Cream
Made Fresh
DAILY!
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MALTS

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD STORE
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Spooks Stalk
Epsilon

Hallowe'en
Party by
Jacksons

Co-op House
Honors All
Mothers

Another Pacific
Miss Weds

Waffle Breakfast
Is Open to All

6*

|One Moment,
IPIease

1
a

I

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
JftOCK
GRAVEL

Snappy Fountain
Service
FREE DELIVERY
Phone 2-2830

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California

Office:
S60 S. California

m
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Hot Time In The Valley

C I N C H E S

Prof. Hopkins Is
S p eaker

Alaskan Tour
Has Reunion

Permanent
Waves

School of Business

Fully Accredited-—KAAOS
California at Weber .. Stockton

SIBLEY E. BUSH
aaoe

Pacific Avenue

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE

FOR THOSE DELICIOUS

1
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Miss Volmann
to Wed Mr.
Vincent

KNOLES
NOTES

GOLDEN STAR

CORSAGES?

for

*y

Vliss Bishop Is
slow One of
Vlarried Set

BOB'S BARBER SHOP

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

Supply Milk
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By PAUL TAYLOR
Rho Lambda Phi Mother's Club
Thousands jammed the huge au
ditorium in Sacramento last Satur entertained at a dessert bridge at
day night for Wagner's music- the fraternity house Monday after program and a truly fine baritone*
noon, October 30. Mrs. Claude Van soloist in the person of Robert
drama, "Die Walkyre."
then 'tis time someone should be
A near-capacity audience sat Dyke, president, was in charge of Harrison, class of '41.
'panned", not anyone in particular
the
affair.
spell-bound through four hours of
However, probably what should or Mr. Si'lva in general. The fault
Appropriate decorations in the
Die Walkure—from the Prelude of
have been the high spot of the lies in the sections themselves
Act I, to the brilliant magic fire- Hallowe'en theme of orange and evening, Cesar Franck's "Symphony where the tendency to "over-do" is
black
were
used.
Door
prizes
were
music of the finale. The applause
in D minor," was perhaps the weak all too evident and obnoxious.
which accompanied the lowering given out.
Let it not be conceded, however,
est performance of any single work
Dub Smallwood, Ed Denny, and
of the curtain afer each act was
the orchestra has undertaken in that there were no good qualities or
tremendous, the principals taking Bob Kientz helped with the i
several years. Although bearing interpretations on the part of the
curtain call after curtain call to rangements.
in mind the realization that such orchestra. Otho York, English
Mary Louise Bishop, daughter of
Those who made reservations
acknowledge the enthusiasm the
horn player, and Charles Widdows,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Vincent
were Mmes. T. L. Bawden, E. B.
audience displayed.
flutist, both gave as smooth a
Bishop of Stockton, became the
Those skeptics who went to hear Kientz, Carsten Grupe, Vernon
performance in their solo passages
bride of William J. Farrell last
Schreiber,
E.
E.
Bravo,
C.
E.
Kirsten Flagstad and Lauritz Melin Enesco's "Roumaine Rapsodie
Sunday in San Francisco.
choir—not the opera—found them Bramwell, E. P. Armstrong, Jessie
No. 2" as anyone would ever care
Elizabeth Sinnott was maid of
selves caught in the spell that Congdon, H. S. Wentz, T. V. Purto hear. The audience of upwards to
honor and the best man was Rich
gel
of
Berkeley,
William
Lunt,
Wagner creates in his music2000 seemed to react more favor
» ;vi*S V-V*1 Y
Louis Sapiro, Mararetha Gastman
ably to the latter work than any ard Smith of Stockton.
dramas.
While attending the College of
The simple but strongly effective of Sacramento, Frank Fine of
other on the orchestra's list.
the Pacific, the bride belonged to
Tracy,
W.
F.
D.
Zimmerman
of
stage settings, done by Herbert
HIGHLIGHT
It should be said without re Alpha Theta* Tau. Mr. and Mrs.
Graf, were impressive. The final San Francisco, Wirt West, W. G.
Greenlaw
Grupe,
and
straint that Bob Harrison's presen Farrell will live in Stockton.
magic fire scene amazed the au Taylor,
tations of the Prologue to the opera
dience with its appearance of Claude Van Dyke.
'I Pagliacci" (Leoncavallo) and
reality.
his encore, the simple, but sweet
Much of the credit of this bril
"Kashmiri Song" by Amy Woodliant performance must go to the
ward-Finden were extraordinarily
director, Erich Leinsdorf, whose
fine. Although his orchestra ac
orchestra of San Francisco Sym
companiment during the course of
phony men played with the skill
Pagliacci at times predominated
that the performance of this music
too entirely,, he nevertheless was
demands.
the "star of the night."
The announcement of the engage
This opening performance of the
vV
Doctor Tully C. Knoles spoke at
It is hoped that what has been ment of Eleanor Vollmann and
Sacramento music series pleased the Methodist church in Berkeley
said here will not be interpreted Robert DIGlorgio was given at an
the most exacting Wagnerite and on Sunday evening, October 29.
as mere trite condemnation. In open house given by Miss Voll
was praised by those who had
By MEBCEITA VOORHEES
"European Difficulties" was the
reality, criticism, if it is to be mann in honor of Jeanne Smithheard Wagner for the first time. topic of his talk given in Modesto
criticism, has its place in such Wild, California sorority sister. The
Pumpkins, goblins, spooks and It even satisfied the most critical
on Tuesday, Oct. 31.
matters as these. True, allowances bride-to-be attended the College of
ghosts all visited at Epsilon for Pacificlte.
On Nov. 1, Doctor Knoles attend
must be made, for an orchestra in the Pacific, where she was an
ed a luncheon given in Berkeley
Hallowe'en, but they came the
Bob Harrison
early-season performance is oftimes Alpha Theta Tau. The couple plan
in honor of Dr. Lynn Hough. On
wrong night—Monday, not Tues
much like an athlete the day train to be married in Stockton In Jan
an
organization
deserves
all
the
the evening of that same day he
ing seasons opens. Little does the
day. Mrs. Flack, the housemother,
support
and
promotion
it
can
pos
uary, after which they will live in
addressed the Oakland Area Coun
average
member of the audience
planned a surprise Hallowe'en din
cil of Boy Scouts on the topic, sibly get, there is little excuse for know that the "f" key on the Eng San Francisco.
ner for the girls, and forgot that
'The Place of Youth in A Democ such atrocities as playing terrific lish horn stuck at an awkward
the date was the 31st, not the 30th.
ally out of tune and partially dis
racy."
time in the Franck symphony; or
Orange gelatin salad with faces
President Knoles spoke at the regarding traditions of tempo that that the first chair man in the
have
made
this
great
Franck
piece
on it, boiled ham with carrots and
Lake Merrit Breakfast Club on
horn section had up until Sunday
pumpkin pie all blended in with
Thursday morning on the subject one of the most picturesque, un night been playing four daily per
the colors that suggest this season
Members of the Dorm Club of "Europe Today," while at noon he usual selections in all symphonic formances of a musical show on
of the year.
Men's Hall were given a cider and spoke at the Oakland Rotary club. orchestra literature.
Treasure Island and was conse
The uninvited goblins and other doughnut party by Mr. and Mrs
Saturday night, Nov. 4, he will "PERFECTNESS?"
quently sorely fatigued; or that the
"guests" were members of the Earl R. Jackson on Hallowe'en attend the Alumni Dinner preced
Of course, it should be remem harpist accidentally tuned her in
Members of the Paclfie Co-oper*
house arrayed in sheets and sta last Tuesday.
ing the game at Fresno.
bered that it is no job to present strument through some excuseable atative House entertained their
tioned outside the windows of the
While club members were ensuch a difficult number without error a half-tone fiat from what it mothers at an informal party held
house. Their haunting cries were Joying this Hallowe'en treat, they
some imperfections—the old adage should have been. These are the last Friday afternoon at the Co-op
enough to send several girls under were entertained with talks and
of "perfectness" still stands as in hazards of any musician's life, but House. Guests were Mrs. H. H.
the table in terror and was such music by other Dorm Club mem
finite even in music—but when far be it for anyone to excuse the Dashiell and Mrs. Ira Thomas of
a nervous strain on another that bers.
pure and simple fundamentals of musician who fails to adhere to a Sacramento, Mrs. H. E. Bucknef
she retired in haste to her room
"The club gratefully appreciates
musicianship are sloughed over musician's ethics.
of Fairfield, Mrs. Everett L. Spulfor the remainder of the evening the efforts that Mr. and Mrs. Jack
An announcement was made in
ler of Dixon, Mrs. C. K. Meyer of
son are putting forth in order that Sacramento recently of the wed
Linden, Mrs. C. C. Stevenson, Mrs.
they might better enjoy living in ding of Florence Genevieve John
Bruce M. Hotchkiss, Mrs. F. A.
the- dorm," states Clinton Ward, son to Neil Temple Austin Octo
Garrison, Mrs. Alfred R. Lehman,
president.
and her mother Mr*. Hagamin, all
ber 14.
*
»
*
Mrs. Austin, daughter of Mr
of Tracy.
+
Continued From Page 1
A waffle breakfast with all the
and Mrs. Alfred E. Johnson of
The committee for the party
trimmings — sausages, fruit, and
She "Now what are we stopping Sacramento, attended the College
Pacific does not make the grade included Margaret Lee, chairman;
of the Pacific and was a member coffee or chocolate—will be served this week, there's always next. If Charlotte Smith, reception; Char
for?"
of Epsilon Lambda Sigma Sorority. tomorrow morning from 7:30 until
lotte Hawke, refreshments; and
He "I've lost my bearings."
10:30 at the Pacific Co-operative not by then, forget about it!
Jane Dashiell, decorations. The
She "Well, at least you are The wedding was solemnized in
House at 212 Fulton Avenue. Tick
informal program presented con
original. Most fellows Just run Minden, Nevada, and the couple is
ets are being sold by the Co-op
living in Sacramento.
out of gas."
Seaside Super Service
Down the road a piece tomorrow sisted of a piano solo by Mary
members for twenty-five cents.
—L. A. Manual Arts Daily
night,
the Tigers and the Bulldogs Jane Dashiell, a vocal solo by Char
For extra big appetites, ten cents
will
go
into their annual song and lotte Smith, and a reading by
will buy all the additional waffles
dance
to
the tune of "Fangs for the Esther Ong.
one can eat. The breakfast is
CWT TOUR HAIR CUT AT
Warnings for Senior College being held for the purpose of rais Memory," with all holds barred
scholarship deficiencies will be ing money for furniture for the (through courtesy of the Rules
Committee).
mailed to all students on Friday house.
Sans doute, there'll be clawing
November 10.
aplenty at Blackstone Stadium. It
Under
Professor C. Howard
should be the thriller of the year
ON PACIFIC AVE.
for the San Joaquin Valley, at least, Hopkins of the Stockton Junior
and may turn out to be the best College, the Congregational Christ
of the entire season on the Coast. ian Endeavor has been revived.
Dr. and Mrs. Tully C. Knoles
It's a toss-up, but we've got the The first meeting was held Sun
Stockton's Finest
SHOE REPAIR
were hosts at a reunion of the coin weighted for Pacific. The day, October 29. Refreshments
Beauty Salon
members of the College of the Tigers will win by one touchdown were served, and plans for the
& CLEANING
Pacific Alaskan tour conducted by in a game which may see at least coming year were discussed.
New Thrift Dept.
2016 Pacific Ave.
them this last summer, last Satur five being scored.
Hush mah mouth, let's all go
day eVening.
Featuring
We Pick
Miniature boats and other re South'.
Special
Up and
*
•
*
minders of the trip were the deco
College
Par better business positions
Deliver
Prices
rations for the buffet table. Four
HUMPHREYS
sets of moving pictures taken in
"The Boy* With the Wagon"
(Since 1993)
the vacation were shown.

BOB'S

Pacific Headquarters

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS

FARMS 4"

hot c^'V.
SPe
si"
id
hU"1

Omitted from last week's paper
was the list of nine new members
who pledged Rho Lambda Phi
Thursday evening, October 19.
Held in their honor was a dinner
and ceremony conducted by Presi
dent Bob Wentz.
The new pledges include Stan
Miller, Russell Richards, Clyde
Lindsay, Ethan Higgins, Dave
Brownell, Stan Rutherford, Bob
Ferguson, Leonard McLean, and
John Mitchell.

pacific

Evenings by Appointment

TRY THE

d*

By CLAYTON LONG
Music Critic
Stockton's Symphony Orchestra, a semi-professional
organization consisting of a Musician's Union, amateur,
and College of the Pacific faculty and student personnel,
launched upon its twelfth season last Monday night in
the local High School Auditorium with a well-diversified

DARREL
SCHNEIDER'S

Main A B Dorado, Ph. WW

rkf» ^

od|8tb

Give Bridge
Party

i

Original? . .

;«nney rlggi

did

Thrills Many
Pacificites

Business and Professional Directory

like

Rhizomia Has
Nine New
Pledges

BETTY DIXON, Editor

bers are invited to attend. Bids,+—
priced at 49 cents per couple, may tribution; Theta Alpha Phi, na
be obtained from any sorority tional dramatic fraternity, will
member or at the door.
give an Interpretation of a side
Barkers from different organi show. Women's Hall will have the
zations will be on the gayway to unique idea of a Turkish Harem
lure guests to booths and conces for their booth, with Olive Clarke
sions. The following organizations as committee chairman assisted by
will have games of skill: Alpha Betty Dalgren, Celia Cross, and
Theta Tau will have the penny- Margaret Harmon.
pitch booth headed by Muriel
In the refreshment line cokes
Brown as chairman, assisted by
and Hawaiian punch will be for
Virginia Nelson and Claire Pratt;
sale by Orchesis, and the ZetaBill Shedler is in charge of the
gatheans and Mu Zeta Rho will
Ski Club's Strength-o-meter; com
mittee members of Tau Kappa sell candy. Eloise Lambert is the
Kappa's dart and balloon game Mu Zeta Rho chairman.
Patrons and patronesses are Mr.
are Melba Lloyd, Barbara Lennox,
and Ethel Stark; Dorothy Sack is and Mrs. Robert Fenix, Mr. and
chairman for Epsilon Lambda Mrs. Louis Windmiller, and Dr.
Sigma's booth, knocking milk bot and Mrs. John Arnold.
Jean Goodwin, president of the
tles down with baseballs.
Other organizations will feature W. A. A., is general chairman of
sideshows typical of any carnival. the affair. Miss Ethel Mae Hill
The W. A. A. will offer a mystic ia W. A. A. sponsor.
One bid will entitle a couple to
fortune teller. The Seven Wonders
of the world will be disclosed to the admission to the barnyard affray.
public by Beta Beta Beta. A Nut Stags are also given entry only
House will be Manor Hall's con- at the 49 cent price.

'Drammer,'
Epsilon
Fare

ien
slf

Symphony Season
SOCIETY
Launched Last
Music-Drama Rhizite Mothers Monday Night

Lubrication By
Roy "Chopper" Cooper

VALLEY

$2.50

Md .
/

Open Evenings and All Day
Sunday.

CLAR-ELISE
DRESS SHOP

SPORT — AFTERNOON — EVENING
Hosiery, Lingerie, Accessories

CLARA E. BILLETER

2051 PACIFIC AVE.

Something new and different
will be presented in the November
7 chapel under the direction of
Dr. George Colliver, chairman of
the religious education department.
The Jewish religious group will
present a typical Jewish service,
the exact details as yet un
announced. This service will be in
the form of the typical synagogue
program.

Visit
NEWBY'S
Beauty School

Bacon Lectures
on Music

Allan Bacon of the College of
the Pacific Conservatory staff will
lecture before the Salinas Women's
Club Monday. Miss Vernez Cook
will assist Mr. Bacon in the pre
sentation of the lecture entitled
"Psychology of Music." Tuesday
the Aronos Club of Sonora will
Hear him speaking on "The Mean
ing of Music."

"Three Loves Has Nancy"
Janet Gaynor - Francliot Tone
Robert Montgomery

"RIDERS OF THE BLACK
HILLS"

Bob Livingston - Max Terhnne
—SUN. — MON. — TUBS. —

"BOYS TOWN"

Spencer Trncy - Mickey Rooney

"BOSS OF IjONELY VALLEY"
Buck Jones
ALSO
OUR GANG COMEDY
—WED.—THURS.—

Mr. Moto Takes a Chance

Peter Dorre - Roebelle Hudson

"WHISPERING

ENEMIES"

Jack Holt - Dolores Costello
Thursday nlgkt—Free to the
Undies—Beautiful Silverware

"Babes In Arms"
Mickey Rooney
Judy Garland
Charles Winninger
LATEST ISSUE OF

MARCH OF TIME

i .

IB
ENDS TONIGHT

"TARZAN FINDS A SON"
Johnny Weisamuller,
Maureen O'Sullivan
and

"WATERFRONT"

IT'S NEW . . .
. . . IT'S MODERN!

Marie "Wilson
SAT., SUN., MON., TUES.

For Refreshment and Fellowship

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

COMPLETE CAKE,
PASTRY AND
DELICATESSEN

FOR SMART CO-EDS ...

PAT DUNLAP

BLUE RIBBON

ON THRIFT
TICKET

Housj^auity

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

100 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4618

Typical Jewish
Service Held

Shampoo And
Finger Wave

FLORAL CO.

Campus Representative

Up

Excellent Work By

JAMES CAGNEY

Advanced Students

PRISCILLA LANE

nnd

THE CUB HOUSE

"THE ROARING
TWENTIES"

Your A. W . S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

with

Humphrey Bogart,
Gladys George,
Jeffrey Lynn
AUSO ADDED ATTRACTION

it

Where Old & New Friends Meet"

10 W. Harding Way

Community Sing: ALL
COLLEGE SONGS!

'UNEXPECTED FATHER'

1
f'l

Baby Sandy, Shirley Boss,
Dennis O'Keefe

"FRONTIER MARSHAL"
Randolph Scott, Nancy Kelly
Wed., Thurs., Fri.

"BACHELOR MOTHER"
Ginjjter Rogers, David Nlven

"CODE OF THE
SECRET SERVICE"
Ronald Rengnn

41
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tiger

Tigers Sweep
s Cal Series
N
A
R
L

By BOB CONAWAY

Reports are circulating, partic

Dpttgal ^jiorta llag?
BOB CONAWAY, Editor

TOWN IS CHAMPION
IN BASKETBALL

Five Bengals Make Touchdowns;
Two Conversions Good

Scoring in five lightning-like thrusts, the Stagg-men
last week swamped the California Ramblers with their
worst defeat of the current season, 32-7. lwo runs of
r.r. vards |1V Seifert from scrimmage and Kientz on a punt
r«Uu-n enlivened an otherwise dull evening

Late in the first half the Ram-f
biers took the ball on their own
14, and on a sustained drive net
ted four first downs and a touch
down. This rally, sparkled by the
brilliant running and passing of
gained 14 first downs to only 8 fullback Columbus Courson, netted
for Pacific. In our scorebook it the only Rambler score of the con
was only 11 to 8. And the Cali
test.
fornia writer agrees with us; we TIGERS GET LESS DOWNS
saw his story.
The California attack functioned
smoothly, garnering 11 first downs
FRESNO-SAN JOSE NATURAL
By the looks of things San Jose to only 8 for the Bengals; how
and the Bulldogs are quite evenly ever, the open field running and
matched. Their meeting in. Fresno downfield blocking of the Tigers
the feature attraction of the
on Novembber 23 will be billed as
game. Final yardage gains from
the "natural of Central California."
scrimmage show the Ramblers to
Although Petersen is not as ver
have gathered only 50 yards less
satile as Sparta's Zimmerman, it's
a sure bet that the FreSnan will than their stronger opponents.
Pacifies passing game was far
be more of a fullback, technically
superior. Adamina-tossed balls ac
speaking.
counted for 176 yards; Ramblers
FIGHTS DESERVE SUPPORT
could get only 56. Interceptions
Middleweight Bill "Red McEl- were numerous, with reciprocity
roy won another contest on Billy the keynote.
Hunefeld's amateur fight card. Al
Half-time score was 13-7; the
though these cards have no big final Bengal tally was scored in
names, most of the fights furnish the last minute of play. Olaeta,
the fans with plenty of action. Thomas, and Halbert also scored
Another comer to watch is Stan for the Tigers. Moock took
a
Dunbar, local high school light short pass and went five yards for
heavyweight. So long as Bill ca the only Rambler count.
ters to local talent to the exclu
After a California field-goal at
sion of Filipino "dancers," as was tempt had failed by inches, an ex
the case in the professionals, he change of punts put the ball in
has this column's whole-hearted Pacific possession on their own
41. Seifert got 4; then was shaken
approval.
loose for his 55-yard dash to payAGGIE TROUBLES
We wonder If the Nevada vic dirt. Olaeta conversion was good

ularly in Fresno's COLLEGIAN,
that the California Ramblers out
played the Tigers. The Fresno
paper reports that the Ramblers

tory over the California Aggies by
a 3-0 count will throttle the wolves
who have been claiming that the
farmer boys have suffered a let
down since they "softened Cali
fornia." The Nevada game must
have been a heart-breaker judging
from the reports. With only sec
onds left to play, Eaton, a Nevada
back, tried a field goal from his
own 30; it was short, but an Aggie
man was declared offside. On his
next attempt, Eaton made good
The game ended with that play
Coach Doug Dashiell should be
given credit for molding a co
operative unit from the conglom
erate group of footballers which
he had at the start of the season
Still he's had his share of injuries,
etc. We wonder if he has entered
the Coach's Moaning Contest yet
DEGROOT LOCKED OUT
Coach Dud DeGroot had some
trouble getting into the PacificLoyola game. It seems that his
tickets had been appropriated by
someone else, leaving Mr. DeGroot,
who was there "to scout the Pa
cific squad," holding the burlap.
.After much worrying about get
ting "in before the kickoff," Dud
managed to stir the officials in the
office sufficiently to gain passage.
His troubles were not in vain, it
would seem, for most pet Bengal
plays were nicely anticipated.
o

"AJAX" TURNS TABLES

At the opening of the second
quarter an Adamina pass was in
tercepted and carried to the Paci
fic 35, where Lyons tackled the
ball carrier; on the next play
"Ajax" reciprocated by snagging
a Rambler toss on his 15 and go
ing 40 yards before being tackled.
Later Bobby Kientz took a punt
on his 45 and outran the oppo
nents to a score, with the aid of
good blocking. With but two min
utes left, the California team put
on a drive, good for 86 yards and
7 points.

"BICYCLE BILL" RAMBLES

Lone third-stanza count came
when "Bicycle Bill" Thomas took a
pass and was knocked out of
bounds on the one-yard line. Tom
Olaeta went over on the next
play.
After a pass interception by McWilliams, Thomas went 21 yards
to tally early in the last quarter.
Several plays later, Adamina in
tercepted a pass on the play after
his had been snagged by the op
position. The next play was the
touchdown toss to Halbert, which
ended the scoring for the eve
ning.

LYONS SPARKLES DEFENSE

FRESNO-C.O.P.
RECORD
The Battle of the San Joa
quin Valley has its moments
and most of them hectic. Oc
casional puzzlement leads often
to complete bewilderment, but
at least whichever way it goes,
and it goes, it's decisive.
Pacific Fresno
State
35
0
1921
12
7
1922
12
0
1924
0
7
1925
0
0
1926
6
1927
0
13
1928
20
6
1929
19
0
1930
6
0
1931
0
35
1932
0
12
1933
7
6
1934
20
7
1935
0
17
1936
20
0
1937
13
18
1938
135
163
Won: 7—Lost: 9—Tied 1.

Clothing Stores
Offer Prizes
to Players
After each game since the San
Jose-Pacific football classic, two
downtown

men's

clothing

stores

By defeating Rhizomia 35-18 in
one of the best games of the
series, Town captured this sea
son's Intramural Basketball Cham
pionship with five straight wins.
Les Lenehan sparked the Town
quintet and accounted for more
points than any other man in
the league.
Manor, the team now in second
place, finished the season in their
final
game
yesterday
against
Omega Phi. Manor has won three
games and lost only one, while
Omega Phi has so far broken
even, winning two and losing two
to be ranked in fourth place.
The Dorm hoopsters, vastly im-

Jaysees Use
Pet Pass
Play, Score
Cubs Get Moral Win
by 6-6 Tie
With Placer J. C.
The Stockton Junior College
Cubs used one of Coach Doug
Dashiell's pet forward-lateral pass
plays to grab a tie with Placer
Junior College last Saturday night.
After making futile attempts at
the strong Placer line for more
than three quarters, the locals
used the potent pea-dinger to score
from 40 yards out.
Camicia started the scoring play
with a short pass to Johnny
Brown. Brown took a few steps
and lateralled to Glovanette who
in turn passed to Alphonse. Alphonse lateralled to Paulson who
went over for the score. The con
version try went wide.

have given various men on the
football team awards for thir good
After gaining through the Stock
work during the preceeding game ton line almost at will, Placer
Yost Bros., through its campus scored on a long pass into the end
representative, Doug Campbell, has zone in the last five seconds of
the first half. The score was
awarded sport coats to Jack Tuldisputed as most observers be
lock and Dale Halbert for their lieved the passer was not the
outstanding playing in the Spartan necessary five yards behind the
and Rambler games, respectively. line of scrimmage, hut the of
Sam Aaron's has awarded hats to ficials allowed the play.
STOCKTON SLOPPY
their selection of the most valu
With a few exceptions the Stock
able men in the two games. The ton playing was lackadaisical and
first hat went to Bob Adamina spotty. Jim Bird in one of the
and the second went to "Dub" guard positions was perhaps the
Smallwood. Another hat will go to outstanding exception. In fact the
the best player, in their opinion entire center of the local line
at the Fresno game. George Ross played good ball. Earle Klapstein
and the KWG "Sam Aaron Sport and Bill Johnson were the two
Review"
are
instrumental
in other parts of the strong center
choosing the players for these unit.
.awards.
The lack of Stockton spirit was
also reflected in the way an under
dog Placer outfit outgained the
locals 171 yards to 112 yards on
the ground, and completed
Rules from the 1860 student
passes against only 2 completions
handbook of Westminster College
for Stockton.
that make us glad we're collegians
The local Cubs were delt
in 1939: 'Attendance on circuses
severe blow when Charlie Mo]jieo
is not allowed, and students are
suffered a dislocated elbow early
never allowed to be on the streets
in the second half. Mokleo may be
nor in the stores, about town, ex
cept on business, which is to be lost to the team for the rest of
promptly attended to; nor to be the season.

Way Back When

The old standbys showed their
usual fire in the contest, with
Lyons sparkling. Zacharias and
Courson displayed skill in execut
ing plays reputed to be those
"Red" Busher, former football used by the U. S. C. Trojans.
lineman and donor of the trophy Olaeta's kickoffs were exceedingly
which bears his name, is now a lofty and lengthy, several going
Methodist minister in San Fran completely Into the end zone on
away from their owh rooms, ex MILLER RETURNS
cisco.
Practices early this week show
the fly.
cept at appropriate times for recre
ation in some inoffensive and hon that the Cubs have regained much
of their lost pep. This spirit, to
orable manner."
gether with the vastly Improved
kicking of Larry Clark and the
return to action of backfleld ace
'Dusty" Miller, might be enough
Get Up a Party and Celebrate the Week-end
to bring home another winner
THE FOOD
Friday when the locals meet
THE COOKING
Marin J. C.
At Stockton's Most
THE SERVICE
o
Up-To-Date
Dry
d REASONABLE
RF.ASONAB
And
PRICES That Make

SPECIAL PRICES FOR
STUDENTS - - - NOW!

ITS

The OYSTER LOAF GRILL
"The place where the Collegians gather"

21 S. SUTTER ST.

OPEN DAY & NITE

Nunn-Bush
AnMe. jadJiwruul Oxj^vtcU

FOUR-HOUR
SERVICE
Cleaning Plant

DU BOIS
DRY CLEANERS
Harding and El Dorado
Tel. 5-5383

OH PACIFIC AVENUE—

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
For Satisfying Haircut.

Come In and Get That
Smiling Service at

has no terrors for
these sturdy Scotch
Grains. They're trim
and stylish too, be
cause they're Ankle-

PAUL'S ASSOCIATED SERVICE
Pacific & Walnut
PAUL JOHNNABER, Former Pacificite,
Proprietor

Fashioned.

proved

over

their

previous

con

tests, came back last Thursday
to outclass Rhizomia 48-13 and
then stretched their win streak
to three straight games in a close
one with Archania, 23-18. This
win which oqcurred Wednesday,
was the finale for both teams.
Dorm ranks third, Archania fifth,
and Rhizomia last as the scores
stand at this writing.
Although the Intramural Basket
ball season is completed the tennis
tourney will run for one more
week. In the fifth and last round
the teams meet as follows: on
Monday, Town will match itself
against the Dorm; on Tuesday
Rhizomia will play the Manor, on
Wednesday, in the final, Omega
Phi contests Archania.
In last week's tennis matches
Town continued to hold its sub
stantial lead by garnering a de
fault from Rhizomia. Archania,
presenting a much improved team,
succeeded in winning out over the
Dorm. The other contest scheduled
for last Wednesday and bringing
together Omega Phi and Manor
was postponed.

Conference Opener to Be Wide
Open Offensive Attack

WIDE OPEN
GAME
PROMISED

FROSH-SOPH
TRACK MEET
The Freshmen - Sophomore
Dual Track Meet scheduled for
Monday, November 6, will be
the first such meet of this kind
ever tried on this campus. The
places will count In order, 5
for first, 3 for second, 1 for
third. It has been ruled by
Coach Jackson, authorizer of
the meet, that no man may
compete In more than three
events. Those who wish to run
races longer than the quarter
mile will only be allowed one
race, while runners of the short
distances will be allowed two
contests.

RECEIVER

Another "struggle of the giants is anticipated
morrow when Coach A. A. Stagg takes his Golden TigJ
to Fresno for Pacific's first Far Western Confere^]
gaiTthe

Passing Game Expected
in Marin, Stockton
J. C. Encounter
A close, hardfought, wide-open
game is promised tonight when the
Stockton Jaysee eleven meets a
Marin Junior College team at 8
o'clock in Baxter Stadium —the
last home game of the season.

FRBSNO CRIPPLES
"Struggle of the Giants
may
only be "fight of the cripples."
Toby Lawless and Ernie Poore,
stellar Fresno backs, are out with
injuries and will probably see
little or no action. Sole Bengal
on the shelf is Dub Smallwood,
with a bothersome hip. Ex-cripples
Bob Kientz, Dick Bentley, Harrie
Fine, and Doug Veiera are re
ported in shape to play.
The Fresno record is almost as
impressive as San Jose's. They
have won five straight encounters,
are undefeated and untied. The
Bulldogs tacked onto Nevada her
worst defeat of the season, 45-0.
Comparative scores of common
opponents are slightly in favor of
Fresno over the Spartans.

For the first time in two weeks
Coach Doug Dashiell will start
a team with the backfield in con
dition to play some football. The
Cubs will need a good backfield to
stop their opponent's wide open
passing attacks. Assistant Coach
Ken Stocking reports, after scout
ing the Marin team, that they use
a spread formation stretching from
sideline to sideline. Two pass re
ceivers are placed at each sideline,
an end and a half, while the rest
of the line is spread between them. HIGH-SCORING GAME
Because the Bulldog attack is
PASS DEFENSE NEEDED
said to be very tricky, the Pacific
Coach Dashiell is justly worried hope is to match it with a highabout his pass defense. However, scoring offense of their own. Such
a good air offense has sometimes was the case last year. Intensive
exploded in the passing team's Bengal scrimmaging has been
face, and if the Cub line rushes progressing the past week using
the passer and the backs cover
variety of tailbacks. Seifert,
their assignments, this may hap Thomas, Kientz, Lloyd, and Cooper
pen tonight.
are all prepared to see action in
The locals will be far outweighed
that position.
in the line. The Marin line ranges
John Domench, who was ex
from 180 to 205 and averages 185
pected to fill a goodly portion of
pounds. The backfields are fairly
the fullbacking duties, has drop
evenly matched. The Marin team
ped from the squad. Outside work
will have five veterans from last
prompted him to withdraw from
year's squad playing tonight. Judg
school.
ing from previous scores tonight's
BULLDOGS
DROP DONS
tussle will be a toss-up. The Marin
As a "tune-up" to the Pacific
J.C. tied Placer Junior College 6
to 6 and lost Menlo 7 to 20. Lyle encounter, the Fresnans mopped
Wentner and Paul Cymer are the up on the University of San Fran
cisco 21-2. And that is the team
eo-coaches of the visiting team.
MOKIAO OUT, BUM ELBOW
A loss that will be felt not so
lightly is Charles Mokiao, speedy
guard, who Is out for the season
with a dislocated elbow. Bird and
Hawkins will now hold down that
position. Hawkins is the left-footed
chap who has been kicking off.
The coaches say that because of
his fine boots which travel deep
toward the goal line, the Cubs
always get a good start. If the
locals get into a field goal position
he may come back for a drop kick.
Linscheid did some good playing
at Placer and was probably the
best man on the field. Tonight
Klapstein will be acting captain.

EL DORADO MEAT MARKET

TO THE WISE BUYER—

F.dfcprton HniidNtaineri O\for<l*,
*6 and 90.30

We invite comparison of Quality and Price
with any wholesaler in Stockton.

NIELSEN BROTHERS

81 N. E. Dorado

Ph. 5-5613

SHEPHERD & GREEN

B M> fi
r

McKEEGAN

for men _ for boys

113-317

EAST

MAIN STREET

Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
Phone 2-5258

—

«OK aRa«v
.
»nk of America Bide
Stockton, Calif.

for Far Western Conference

Co

petition due to scholastic

comings.
Fullback Bob Petersen pu„(
the Don line to pieces with
bone-crushing
drives, heraljJ
him as the man to stop. He J f'V"
-,
1last
oof vpur
Pnnrft got So
. : MiP' fW
rfhiSs K,r
*
. vpflldynamite
year. Poore
good gains, but sustained an ;.
it' else on
thfl
jured knee and may not ph,f
play
Lawless, the team's best paj %e J|r u|cK°"
broke a finger a few weeks agj
McW"
He insists that he will play, whi5
, p5—"°rgry
according to the team docl^Si if* i knee- N0*
would result in permanent tow '
Nick Bronzan, Captain of ttj
Bulldogs, is after his third letti
'i"'1" «"* '
Formerly a center, he was shlftaJ^,: ^ W „ hitto a tackle position to add
Co* about th"
to the line. A Manteca boy, t,.
at l«nM
<W -i*
the gpot
is the only player on the

!i

from the
Stockton.

immediate

vicinity £^ner *,lH ''
msfl" "\v .lowed 'I"
'[1 aire01™
v»i* fro
"RAIDER" RADKA BACK.
^
he

With Bronzan in the line T|[ K. , hard-^'JJ1 <'.l»l
be All-Conference guard Al Radw '' using
\

_tSger center 'hing
on the squad. Renfru, Playing th, ^funny l" ^ wa#
other tackle, is also reputed to I, ' i( thut the
,y ,vll
11 f,
a good player. Their pass-sJ
"V blow
ging ends—Jack Mulkey and Frank Jie the wh>stl0 '
McClurg, are expected to keep thftfvirt"aV, irkl„,
Bengal backs in hot water t >jOUNT of
e v e n i n g . A n o t h e r l i n e m a n will t, ^jped the b n
' <ii(i
W o r s h a m , c e n t e r , a n d M i t c h e l l , s,«i p e ° P l e a r o U r "
n)n
guard.
|
j "sucker" blocl< *n"
The probable backfield will c» ([Stely, tut B° °
„
sist of Terry, Egelhofer, MytJ tilt It was Ju»
"
and Petersen.
(tjiilded e n t h u s n a m
Probable Pacific starting lim jo (lare up on i i
wil l c o n s i s t o f L i n s c h i e d a n d J i j tflllie t o t h i n k t h a t « n v
c o b s e n a t e n d s , t h e l a t t e r s u b b i n j rtrwas d e l i b e r a t e l y o u t
for Smallwood: Tulloch and Irak fC. 0. P. manat guards: tackles, Vaughn ail Sst'i °aly one Prn",n' w
H
Bentley; and "Jo-Babe" McWIM* f16 lnfo
i a m s a t t h e p i v o t p o s t K i e n t g tn«n w h o t h r e w t h e 1
Adamina, Olaeta, and Halbert will sit.
possibly compose the starting baft W Me
know
ipersonal satisfaction, '
field.
iik t great deal of "J
nand respect him as n
iyi the game hard an.
times.
probably know, (
playing for
but Just looking or
ildelines on crutches,
A new ping-pong ladder bnl
-here's hoping to hea
started for doubles on October
toon/Nick,
The team on top is Cordner M
for continued fritn
son and Violet Graves with Dou| ^bips between l-'n

j
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LAST HOME GAME

Am Am

Sabiston and Stewart Browne ll

This is the last chance to see
the Jaysee team in action on the
home field. There will be a regu
lar rooting section, and the band
will bo in attendance
The starting lineups will be:
Stockton
vs.
Marin
Steward
LE
Cannon
Clark
LT
Vickerson
Spaulding
LG
Smith
Klapstein
C
Tarnsue
Bird
RG
Cavanaugh
Linscheid
RT
LaPlant
Brown
RE
Vincent
Hebbron
Q
Pederson
JACK MULKEY Is the Fresno
Paulson
LH .
Carr
This two hundred pounder Is
left end. His 195 pounds are
Ferreira
RH
Moran BOB PETERSON, smashing Bull
terror to opposing tailbacks and
Mills
F
Ryan dog fullback. It was he who
a useful target for expertlyo
nearly undone the Tigers in last
thrown passes.
year's game, in which he gained
o
liis reputation.
Should Finland decide that she
is unable to hold the 1940 Olympic
Games, California has just as
"Red" McElroy, COP's number
much chance of sponsoring them
one boxer, boosted his win and
as has Detroit in the opinion of loss percentage by outfighting EdCharles Hunter—Pacific coast rep die
Fit Right—Feel Right
Blueford of Fresno at last
resentative of the AAU.
Tuesday's amateur boxing show.
. . They're Walk-Fitted
The committee will meet next
month in Florida to decide which
American city, if any, is to have
Get Your Haircut at
the games.
o
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College Bookstore
"On The Campus For You"
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PRICE

NOW

$49.50
Terms as low as $1.00
per week — "NO IN

TEREST OR CARRY
ING CHARGE".

Also see the New Royal
with Magic Margin ...
CORONA, REMING
TON AND NOISE
LESS PORTABLES —

PORTABLE

SEE DEAN GAY

Phone 2-8514
Our Campus Salesman
ARCHANIA HOUSE

0^., *• *'
-«Ag«

19

• \

.75

I S N O W O N DISPLAY AT

436 E. Market St.

Htt

TOWNCLADS NS £Ur • our

UNIVERSAL MODE!

•STOCKTON
TYPEWRITER
COMPANY
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EASY - TO - USE
EASY-TO-LOOK-AT
EASY - TO - OWN

And YOU

At The

3

give it. ,/or

t0

330 E. Main St.

SHOP

PACIFIC SPIRIT!

Greeting Cards

Came,,a-"»
t

%hii*

DUNNE
SHOE CO.

THAT OLD

Fountain Pens

w
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s ^Stagun, 'ed &«aln.
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'O® bow to '

Can't Lose

College Jewelry
Pennants
Stationery

the ed"

'GctVr

SPICUL! For STUDENTS!

The Tigers

Magazines
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On to FRESNO!

Can't Lose
If You Purchase

*

KZZ 5T

BOSTONIAN

This Shop is Owned by
the PSA.

1 Pacific,

Bill Becker.
second place. The singles are simi it II c
lar with Cordner Nelson in tb 't3SG
um 5 etr
lead; Violet Graves, second; Stei
'
this come
art Browne, third; and Doug St « week on Life's
ldLUil| IUUI
Lli.
i, herewith retraote.
i'
biston,
fourth
In
the final
j.4i January,
u anuai y, m®
xxna-i tournaraW ^1 art Prest
t ll
om some of
will be played off to determla ,
yn
those who will be awarded ribbon ^ce<i at the Fresno
The present tournaments are jul -fc *'11 as ft the
ur«w. f r,
for recreation and practice.
editors „ I? beln* held

McElroy Defeats
Fresno Boxer

Pennsylvania State College is
considering establishing a special
training course for truck drivers.

*• r
£-

game, has been declared ineli^l

FULLBACK

If They Have

$10.00

past four years the winner of this game

gone on
— to win the championship.*
The Bulldogs have defeated «e- which held the mighty Broncos ,
tie. End John Irola, who scor,
vada 45-0 in their only conference
one of the touchdowns in
encounter.

'The Campus Barbershop'

On Your Way Down To See

PACIFIC BEAT FRESNO

WET WEATHER

"Battle of Giants" Due
in C. O. P.-Fresno Clas'
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